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Kaptain s.a is a European progressive industry established in 

Greece, which commenced its activities in 1990 specializing in the 

field of U-PVC doors & windows and in 2001 invested in an auto-

mated production line in its privately owned 55000 m² premises 

within a production area of 6000 m², situated in Avlida region. 

In January 2016 Kaptain incorporated the newest technology in 

production, by completely changing the production line with a 

state of the art automated machinery, to improve production, to 

have more efficiency and higher quality, thus setting up the re-

quirements for the future generation of doors and windows. Kap-

tain doors & windows are made under strict German standards, 

utilizing the highest quality in raw material, provide guarantees 

and are certified from the best institutes in Germany, providing 

CE and international standard certifications.

 

Kaptain is an active player in the worldwide exports market. 

Thanks to the big product range, the manufacturing flexibility and 

the fast delivery time, Kaptain has created a network of partners 

around Europe, Africa and Asia that trust in the high quality that is 

consistently provided for every project it takes. Using automation, 

all products are being carefully packaged and shipped to any 

destination and can be found in many countries from Europe to 

Australia. 

Kaptain’s goal is to be the choice of people who want products 

that stand out of standard

Our Team
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4553
Satisfied
customers
annually 

9526
Windows per

year 

43
Selling points

Since
1990

Our new industrial facilities have been completely refurbished on April 2017. 
Production line was completely changed with the newest models of 2016 in window manufacturing with 

automation and high precision on each process.

Kaptain is amongst the top European industries in window manufacturing that holds such technology assets 
for production process to secure the window quality at the maximum.    
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Kaptain tilt and turn series are the No1 type of doors or windows that we pro-
duce and have been designed to bring you the highest performances for all the 
critical needs of your house. It’s the best solution for high insulation, sound control, 
wind/water sealing and security that come with elegant
design in aesthetics that will match your dream home.

All Kaptain tilt and turn doors or windows have three (3) sealing rubber gaskets,
complete double peripheral locking sets, made from steel components, have 
tilting hardware for ventilation and security handles.
With highly insulating uPVC profiles that have a minimum six (6) insulating
chambers, galvanized steel core and Germany certification, we secure
efficiency and structural integrity.

Tilt and turn series

 The exceptional 
performances of 
Kaptain tilt and turn 
types are due to the 

use of the newest 2016 
technology in window 
manufacturing processes
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For more information visit a Kaptain Shop

Max 18 locking points 
RC2

Max 47dB reduction
Optional with integrated security alarm parts

Uw up to 0.75 W/m²K

Advanced KR76

More glass up to 18% Easier use and functionality 

Premium KN76

+ 2

Chosen by 9 out of 10 
customers
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We are the first to introduce, the innovating U-PVC windows and doors, with our Super Slim K76 production line.

Combining the advantages of 3 materials.

A. Modern architectural aluminum with straight lines and sharp corners.
B. Of insulating  compound with homogeneous and watertight angular joints and multi – chamber profiles.
C. Of static iron with evolutionary geometry, superior bending resistance and stability.
 

The combination of new raw material technology with our many years of experience in the application and design 
of new generation windows and doors, give as result effective frames with 38mm diameter optical frame, superior 
thermal insulation, durable daily protection.

We give an innovating new technology u-pvc  with excellent thermal insulation features that, with the right installa-
tion, satisfy the modern-minimal trend without “ sacrificing” the necessary insulation out safety codes.

New Gen tilt and turn series
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Designing the
best view

for you

Super Slim KS76

Magnetic touch up to 38mm visible frame  

+

Max RC2 security 
level

Max 45dB reduction

Uw up to 0.83 W/m K2
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Our innovative lift & sliding heavy duty doors are the ideal choice for luxury houses and commercial buildings.
Ideal for big sizes in width and height these sliding doors will amaze and bring out luxury and elegance.
The doors are built with top quality lifting-sliding hardware that undetake over 250 kg in weight per sliding sash.

The unique way of Kaptain construction is highlighted in practise since we have installed doors of unusual sizes 
measuring over 12 meters in  width and 3 meters in height with exceptional insulation, wind resistance and 
long lasting perfomances.
      

Lift & Slide heavy duty doors
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*Με 2 sliding sash

*Με 1 sliding sash

Premium HST K76

Premium HST K76

With barrier free 
bottom rail 

+

Max RC2 security 
level

Max 45dB reduction

Uw up to 0.83 W/m K2
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A new high standard sliding type for doors and windows, called SLIM & SLIDE 
Κ76 is here to give great usability, advanced security and high energy savings.
SLIM & SLIDE Κ76 was developed under minimal concept, maximize utility and 
strength against weather loads.
With a newly developed hardware type, the sliding sash is being extracted from 
the frame and slide smoothly to the side. Excels in construction since, all around 
the window you find metal plates of galvanized steel, that secure the window 
in place. 
Made with modern straight lines and almost Zero sill threshold, makes it the 
ideal choice for a luxurious space or when heavy durability is expected. 

New sliding type

 The exceptional 
performances of 
Kaptain systems are 
due to the use of 

new technology 2017 
for the manufacturing 
process. 
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For more information visit a Kaptain Shop

Steel locking plates Modern, usable and functional 

Slim & Slide Κ76

With barrier free 
bottom rail 

Chosen by 9 out of 10 
customers

+

Max RC2 security 
level

Max 45dB reduction

Uw up to 0.83 W/m K2
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Kaptain folding and stacking doors are built to last. Using an elaborate moving - sliding mechanism that folds and 
stacks the sashes on either side of the door, so you can enjoy almost all the surface of the door when opened and 
high insulation, safety and sealing when closed. Ideal for connecting your living room with the front or back yard.

With three (3) sealing rubber gaskets, complete peripheral locking sets, made from steel components, tilting hard-
ware for ventilation and security handles. 

A main component of Kaptain folding and stacking doors is the new sliding rail that comes as standard and 
allows for low sill and easier access.

Folding doors
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Option with low sill for 
easier access 

For more information visit a Kaptain Shop

+

Max 18 locking points 
RC2

Max 47dB reduction

Uw up to 0,75 W/m K2
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The new type PERFECT VIEW K76 gives you almost unlimited capabilities for partial or 
complete opening since it allows you to slide/turn the sash at any position you desire! 
Inspired by the need to release the obstacles and unite spaces we first developed and 
constructed this revolutionary type. Using and advanced system to slide, turn and tilt the 
sash you now have completely new capabilities for the system usability. 
Use it as an everyday hinged door, as a slider to save space inside your apartment or 
completely open as a bifold system, uniting your interior and exterior spaces together
Secured window quality, combining peripheral locks and sealing gaskets that together 
achieve great insulation and security.
The new PERFECT VIEW K76 has very practical operation hardware that makes the use 
very easy and minimizes the product maintenance.

Perfect View K76

 The exceptional 
performances of 
Kaptain systems are 
due to the use of 

new technology 2017 
for the manufacturing 
process. 
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For more information visit a Kaptain Shop

Also available with 
blinds inside double 
glazing

Full opening and 
tiling ventilation

Save space and find 
new aeration ways

Το προτίμησαν 9 στους 
10 πελάτες μας.

+

Max 18 locking points 
RC2

Max 47dB reduction

Uw up to 0,75 W/m K
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Kaptain exterior entrance doors come with a new surprisingly unique design 
and excel in construction stability and security.
By giving great attention to detail and made under the highest manufacturing 
standards, Kaptain exterior entrance doors have been amongst the top choices 
in European market. 
Designed to combine the great weather resistance, active and passive security 
features and diversity to the aesthetic you want to achieve or in full compliance 
with the architectural demands. 
Kaptain entrance doors are ideal for seaside buildings due to their great resist-
ance against corrosion caused by the sea.

External entrance doors

Kaptain was 
the first industry in 
Europe to prove 
that could man
facture and certify 

a PVC entrance door 
with a security class of 
category 3 ( Resistance 
Class 3 )
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For more information visit a Kaptain Shop

+

Gossip

Internal glazing 
blinds

Certified up to security category 
RC3

Great resistance against corrosion. 
Ideal for sea side environment.

Big range of different styles with over 
300 different designs    

Controlled safety 
opening

Card access control 
(commercial use)

Steel plates that de-
fend the locking barrel

Executive Hotel Elite

Option with low sill for easier 
access 
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Kaptain hinged shutters are some of the top-quality shading and passive security systems that are being construct-
ed with special metal reinforcements to achieve best structural integrity even in very bad weather conditions.
By having such kind of reinforcements in specific points of Kaptain hinged shutters and by combining the kind of 
pvc profiles we use, you get security with exceptional corrosion resistance. That fact makes them ideal for sea side 
or pollutant environment and for mountainous areas.

Kaptain interior hinged shutters are part of a new type of shading shutter that has been developed to give a com-
pletely new architectural style and black out privacy to your windows.

By paying attention to detail and with a unique style, Kaptain interior and exterior hinged shutters express your 
royal taste and elegance.

External & internal hinged shutters
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For more information visit a Kaptain Shop

Complete stainless steel hardware for sea side 
installations

Basic metal hinges with resistant coating

Naxos Delphi

TinosSkyros

CorfuMykonos

Arachova Cyprus
με μηχανισμό κίνησης

Creta Chios

 internal hinged shutter - Oia internal hinged shutter - Fira
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Kaptain rolling shutters are made from A’ quality upvc raw materials that are certified in Germany, in combination 
with aluminum-polyurethane or extruded slats according to your choice or by specifications. 
With Kaptain rolling shutters you can protect your home passively, from indiscreet looks and actively in case of van-
dalism.
At the same time, you get easier functionality as you can benefit from the fully automated technology we provide. 
Get the full control of your window’s shutters in your smartphone, set the lifting or blackout time according to your 
schedule and be aware on the system condition any time from any place

Rolling shutters & fly screens
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For more information visit a Kaptain Shop

Extruded Aluminum slats

Vertical fly screen Pleated fly screen

Extruded Aluminum slats with ventilation gap Aluminum-polyurethane slats

Complete control through 
smartphone application

Obstacle recognition for system’s 
protection

Internal security plates block lifting 
from the outside

SMARTPHONE
Ask for Kaptain’s 
single piece montage 
service to get your 
windows, rolling 

shutters, and fly screens 
prefabricated in a single 
unit for clean installation.
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Kaptain glazing blinds are an exceptionally pioneer development with unique design that brings a clear modern 
look in decoration of every space of your home. 
The blinds are air tight sealed between the double or triple glazing units and have no contact what so ever with 
the environment. That way we can achieve shading without having to worry about dust, mold, viruses, foul smell, fire 
hazard, or even having to clean the blinds.
At the same time, you can adjust the light transmission by rotating the slats to the desired position or completely lift 
them to give way to the outside view.
It is an ideal system for luxurious houses, hotels, shops, restaurants or infirmaries due to its health benefit. Available 
manual or motorized with remote controlled and grouping functionality for mass control.

Glazing Blinds 
Air tight sealed between glazing
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Wall switch with touch control   Remote controller for single 
or group control

Motorized

Glazing blinds with rotation, lifting and total shading

 Manual

Kaptain glazing 
blinds can be used in 
almost any door or 

window that has a glaz-
ing unit.
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uPVC is the only available material that was designed in molecular level to withstand the harsh weather conditions 
that all the exterior windows usually face.
It was an invention of the chemical industry that was found around 1900. Thousands of chemical engineers worked 
over a new idea that created a new formula facing with great success the big problem of thermal insulation and 
corrosion that is obvious for wooden or metal windows.  
Since then the new technology was infused into the formula and special compounds have been added to further 
increase its key benefits.  

Why choose uPVC windows ?

Color stability. With a special compound recipe that we offer, we guarantee the color stability even to countries 
that take heavy loads of sun radiation for up to 10 years.

Exceptional resistance in the corner joints. The corners are being welded together without any glue-like material, 
the window frames get a completely sealed joint and thus we achieve complete termination of the corrosion 

problem in the corners of the window frames.

Unique architecture. With over 50 different colors, wood finish or metal-like surface we get traditional or 
modern design and satisfy any kind of architectural style.

The best available thermal insulation for energy 
efficiency in comparison to common windows

Long lasting product. Self-proven results in over-
aged projects installed 30 years ago.
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With a new aluminum cladding technology 
we give the option for over 300 extra differ-
ent shades and a completely new super re-
sistant polyester coatings.



Athens showroom
Irakleitou 7, Chalandri, 15235

Attica, Greece

Contact:
Τ: +30 210 6615417
Τ: +30 210 6615419
F: +30 210 6615389

Industry - Head quarters 

www.kaptain.gr
info@kaptain.gr  | sales@kaptain.gr

Kalochori, Vathi Avlidas, 34100
Evia, Greece

Contact:
Τ: +30 22210 32400
F: +30 22210 32401

Chalkis showroom
Favierou 26, Chalkida 34133

Evia, Greece

Contact:
Τ: +30 22210 21311
Τ: +30 22210 86334
F: +30 22210 27173


